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Let me first congratulate all the authors and contributors to the new edition of eJIR. I am sure that every new 
opportunity in coming months will lead to a better life in the New Year 2019. May the next edition of eJIR to be 
published in July 2019 brings more happiness, excitement and sweet surprises to your doorstep!  
 
On behalf of GSeL I thank all the contributors to the 4th volume of Assumption University-eJournal of 
Interdisciplinary Research (AU-eJIR). AU-eJIR aims to promote original research in few selected areas-
Technology, Multidisciplinary Science & Technology, Economics, Education and Management. As an open 
access journal its core objective is to cultivate fruitful dialogues among academics, researchers and graduate 
students and provide free access to current research in these areas.  
 
On this auspicious occasion of the publication of 4th edition (Vol-4: Issue-1) of AU-eJIR I must congratulate the 
contributors from various countries. It is quite encouraging to see that this time we have received large number 
of papers from faculty, researchers and graduate students from various countries ranging from Nigeria in Africa 
to Asian countries, such as, Indonesia and Thailand.   
 
I wish all the success and glory to eJIR and thank the staff and the Managing Director for putting together the 
first edition of year 2019. I am sure that for the next edition of eJIR we will have many more interesting papers 
covering variety of themes.    
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